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ABSTRACT

D*2 N*d,U) harmonic superapace analysis 1B developed. The

underlying untwisted [k,k) non linear o-models are studied. A method of

deriving chlral (It,0) and (0,U) models is presented. The Lagrange

superparameter leading to the constraint specifying the hyperkahler manifold

structure Is predicted and its relation to the matter superfield is stated

in a covarlant way. A known construction is recovered. He show also that

Ct,U) model la not a direct sum of the chiral ones. Finally a twisted

(I*,5) nodel la obtained.
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1. 1NTRODUCTIOS

BupersymjKtric non linear o-models provide an interesting setting

for the study of the properties of supersymetrtc theories. The examination

of these theories has led to the discovery of fascinating relations between

extended Bupersynmetry and complex manifolds [l]. It has been shown that the

number of supersymmetrleB that can be reallied is determined by the geometry

of the bosonic non linear o-aodel target manifold. In two-dimensional space-

time, one supersymnetry Implies no special restriction on the target manifold,

tvo (local) supersyuwtriea require a (Hodge) Kahler manifold [l] and four (local)

supersynaetrles require a (quaternionic) hyperkahler manifold [2],[3],[ti],

Two dimension aupersynmetrie non linear a-aodels and their chlral

truncations have been the focus of considerable interest recently [5],[6],t7]

because of their intimate relationship with the theory of string [8] formulated

in ten-dimensional space-time [91. The latter is viewed, nowadays, as an

appropriate candidate for unification of all known forces of nature.

The tvo-dimenslonal Halt supersymmetrlc non linear o-models have been

invpBtigated in many occasions [5),t6),ElO]-[l5], [l6], 'they are In one to one

correspondence with hyperkahler manifolds. The latter are b<m (m«integer)

Rlcci flat manifolds with sp(n) holonony group and lead to ultraviolet

finite models [5].till,[12],[17]. These models may be obtained in different

ways. A common approach is to reduce higher dimensional supersymmetric

(d=l(, B=2, D-6, H-l) theories down to d-2 [I*1,tl2]tl8] leading to the

desired four supersynaetrlea. ThlB procedure, in general, breaks

automorphism syumetry rotating the li super symmetries and moreover does not

reproduce all the possible d»2 H"l» aupersynetrlc non linear o-models.

Another approach is to use the d»2, N»l« auperspace techniques and construct

the underlying non linear o-modela by help of superfields. This method

involves many auxiliary fields, because of the proliferation of the

Graasmannlan variables, and thus requires constraints. The harmonic tools

introduced by Galperin et al. [191 in d"li, N"2 supersynnetric theories may

be successfully applied in the d«2 R»l) case.

In this paper, we study the d»2 H-U supersymmetrlc non linear

a-models using the Halt super space. We will show: 1) How d=2, N»li

supersyMsetric models, preserving the S0Ct)a6U(2)xSU(2) automorphism group,

can be constructed; 2) We develop a method of deriving chiral models from

H=lt supersymmetrlc ones which by the way recovers a previous construction [11].

This procedure shows us that, though spinors and vectors are reducible in

d=2 theories, H={U,U) supersymmetric aodela are not a direct sun of its two
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chiral ones} 3) We find that there exists a. second twisted class (l»,Ii)

Bupersjrtxetrlc models completely specified by only one Kahlerian-like

potential exactly as In the usual d°2 (2,3) supersymnetric models.

The presentation Is as follows:

In Sec. 2, we develop the untwisted d"2 (b,b) haraonic superspace,

the analytic subapace, the spinorlal and harmonic covariant derivatives and

finally the d=2 lt«e»,lt) analytic superfields describing the matter nultiplet.

Sone features slightly different from the d»lt, H»2 caoe are noted.

In Sec. 3 ve develop the d»2 untwisted (U.U) supersymmetric non

linear o-models. Examples are given. The derivation of chiral (U,0) and

(0,U) models 1B discussed in Sec. k. He show how the constraint specifying

the hyperkahler manifold can be generated. The relation between the vector

Lagrange superparameter A? and the natter multipleta is established.

General features such as the non complete reducibility of Ct,l>) models in

chiral ones are also discussed.

In Sec. 5, Cl,K) twisted models are constructed and a general

classification 1B made, the last section Is devoted to the conclusion.

2. THE A.B.C OF THE d«2, H*h HARMONIC SUFERSPACE

Two-dlnensional N=U real superspace consists, besides the two

bosonic space time coordinates x and x , of four d»2 real Hajorana

splnora 8^. a • 1,2 is the d"2 spinor index and i=l,...,li is the index

associated with the autoaorphlsm group combining the four real supersymtetries.

The nost large allowed automorphism syimetry la SO ft).

In two dimensional theories, it Is useful in general to work in the

light cone frame x • -j= (x +x ) and x • ~j= (x -x ) in which two

dimensional vectors V and spinors S are completely reducible:

Vu- (v
+fV

and spinors

) and Sa « (S+,S_) [10],120],[21]. Thus, d»2 N=U superspace
U° ,x \ e* , e* ) may be sp l i t into tvo chiral «ubsets (lt,0) and (0,U) given
respectively by:

(2.1)

The full d=2 (U,U) BUperspace is Just the sxm of its two chiral

subsets:

-y-

, X--, % , (2.2)

A discussion on the chiral subapaces (l»,0) and (0,U) and the

corresponding non linear o-models may be found in Refs.tia] and [ll].

In this study, we shall deal basically with the d=2 (lt,U) supersymnetrlc

models.

The two chiral subspaces (2.1) are Interchanged into each other by

permuting the Lorenti charges + and - . In what follows, Lorentz charges

will appear usually downstairs except for the space time coordinates where

these charges are kept upstairs.

Already, one may expect that d=2 (It,!*) Bupersymmetric non linear

o-modele should be Invariant under Lorentz charge conjugation which

interchanges Lorenti charges. We want to exploit this feature at the level

of the d=2 N=l( superspace (2,2) by working in the conplex representation

of the d=2 world sheet. This la achieved by performing a vlck rotation

on the super coordinates x and 0.. Thus the resulting ('»,'*) superspace

in the complex representation reads as:

where

Notice that the Lorenti conjugation Is realized here by the complex

conjugation:

X"

«, ei <
(2.5)

Furthermore, knowing that the SO(li) autooorphim group Is locally laomorphlc

to BU(2)xSU(2), it is interesting to use the tensor representation for the

four complex Grassmanniu Yarltbltt 6 namely:

e""
(2.6)

1,2 are Clebsh-Gordon coefficients.
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The arrangement of the four complex 6*s In the fora (2.6) la

very useful for the harmonic auperspace analysis tlO],[12] that ve vant

to Introduce In vhat follows. Before that, It should tie noted that the

expression (2.5) la not the unique way of rearranging the four 9*8.

An alternative vay Is to put the four complex B's (eight real variables)

Into a ccaplex isodoublet e° and its conjugates 9 . This scheme, vhlch

has been developed in Ref.[ll], breaks the EO(U) Bywnetry dawn to

SU(S)xU(l). In our present study, ve shall deal vlth unbroken SO(M

autoaarphlss group.

The d«2, H»(b,li) harmonic superspace ve are going to use In this

section is given by

(2.7)

where only one 5U(2) group index has been projected on the sphere S

follows:

~ * * (2.B)

Besides the extra harmonic variables which parametrize the SU(2)/U(l)=S2

sphere, the auperspace (2.T) consists of the same number of degrees of freedom

as for the ordinary superspace namely: two bosonic coordinates z and z

and eight real Orassmonnlan variables: 6*8. The Interesting observation

however, is that there exists an analytic subspace of (2.T) that closes under

d=2 X*k BUpersymetry. It Is obtained by performing coordinate

transformations on z and z as follows:

(2.9)

so that

(2.10)

-5-

Therefore the analytic subspace (AS) reada isI

(2.11)

where no 6* and 5" appear.
p.

The spinor covariant derivatives on the (A.S) are given by

(2) (2.12)

These fernionic differential operators satisfy the following graded algebra:

(1)

(2)

(2.13)

Eqs.(2.13) and (2.lit) show that the algebra is central charge free.

The harmonic derivatives are obtained easily and read as:

- u-

(2)

9U-*
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They satisfy the following SU(2) algebra

(2.15)

Before going ahead, notice that the quantities proportional to y

and y In Eqs. (2.1b) split as a consequence of reduciblllty of vectors

and splnors in two dimensional theories.

The integration measure dp on the (AS) (2.11) is dimensionless

exactly as for (2,2) supersymetric non linear o-modela [l],[22]. However,

it carries u£l) Cartan-Vevl charges which restricts strongly the form of

the action. This measure reads as:

du

It la real under the combined conjugation (̂ ) and is invariant under the

following phase transformations ("Lorents" transformations);

(2.IT)

Analytic superfields 4 4 have the following 8 expansion:

C2.l6)

-T-

where we have used the following relations:

etc . ..
We also have

(2.19)

(2.20)

where aM = (a ,o ,o ) are ClebBCh-Cordon coefficients (Paull matrices) in

the complex representation (2.1»).

Notice that, because of Lorentz reducibillty in two dimensional

theories, the role of the one-dimensional auxiliary fields F, G and

V is inverted with respect to that of d*lt H«2 supersyaaetric models

[131.11b]. This fact may be easily seen on the expression of the harmonic

derivatives D and D of Eq»(2.lU). An illustrating example will be

given later on.

Moreover, one Bhould note that the d«2, H—U matter multiplet

(0,1/2) may be described by tvo different analytic superfields type (2.16)

carrying respectively lero and one U(l) charge:

= to B*. Tf- + i U ^t T" +

(2.21)

and In the charged representation

+ ©t e* Ht
(2.22)

The hierarchy of the matter multiplet (0,1/2) in the representation (2.21)

is described, on shell (D 0 • 0), "by an isotriplet and an isosinglet namely:
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This representation la slightly different from the corresponding

one (the HST representation [23] and [12]) in four dimension space-tine

where the spinor fields are put in as lsodoublet*.

In the representation (2.22), the hierarchy of the d=2 H»l» on-shell

degree* of freedom (D + • 0) Is described by complex Isosplnors

12b]tl25j of scalar fields fa and an lsodoublet d=2 Dlrao splnors

The difference between the d«2 M>b and &*kl H=2 hierarchies 1B

related to the difference between the automorphism groups respectively

SO(li) and SU(2).

Bow, we are In a position to discuss the H-U, d«2 action of the

underlying models.

3. d-2, SUPEHSYtMETHIC MODELS

Knowing the integration measure Av (2.16) over the AS, it is

easy to write down the form of a class of d«2, B»U supersymnetric actions.

These actions turn out to be very similar to the usual N=2, d«li super-

syimetric non linear o-models [I3],[l*»],tl5]. This is not surprising since

d=2, B-U models may be obtained by dimensional reduction of H=2, d=J(

hypernultlplet theories [18]. Thus the action reads as

L .

L (3.D

{3.a)

3.1 The • representation

d«2, »»t» supersymmetrlc models In the

follows;

representation read as

-9-

where * , D are given,respectively, ty Eqs.(2,l8) and (2.1U-1).

P Is a polynome in the f and ? and eventually, In the harmonic

variables u carrying four U(l) charges. It reads in general as!

+ explicit dependence on the u's.

X and g are diaenslonless coupling parameters. The zero dimensionality

of the coupling constants constitutes another difference with K»2 d*U

hypernultlplet theories. Such a feature Is universal and it is due to the

fact that in two-dimensional field theories the scalar field is dlmenslonless.

An interesting question is to write down explicitly the Lagranglan

(3.3) in terms of the H=l», d«2 on-shell degrees of freedom f°, *° and

their conjugates. This requires to solve in general non-linear differential

constraint equations on the Bphere S [13],[ill]. The solutions of these

equations can be found however, for only special cases where the constraints

can be linearized. This happens when the model (3.3) has an extra symetry

leading to a conserved quantity. As illustrating examples, we shall discuss

the case of SU(2)xU(l) K-U, d*2 Taub-Hut model and Its U(l)xU(l) Il-=li, d-2

generalisations.

3.2 The SU(2)xU(l) Taub-Wut model

The Lagrangian of the model is given by

"TN
3.5)

Besides the SU(2) flyaaetry cSO(lt) carried by the harmonic variables, the

model (3.9) admits an extra U(l) Paull-Cursey symmetry.

(3.6)

leading to the conserved Hoether current M

f>+= it-
= o (3.7)
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The equation of notion

Splits in general in three sets of differential equations in the even

coordinates and having different meanings. One of them carries the

dynamics of propagating degrees of freedom and will keep off shell In

our analysis. The tvo remaining sets give constraints on the dependence

in the harmonic variables and allows to express completely the auxiliary

fields In terms of the H«l(, d-2 on shell degrees of freedon fa, *™ and

their conjugates.

In what follows, we shall deal vlth the pure bosonlc part of the

U{2) Taub-Mut model and show briefly how the constraint equations may be

Eolved. A complete study for the H>2, d*b may be found In Refs. [13],

[lit] and [1?]. Therefore, the constraints, in the absence of feralonB read as:

(3.9)

(3.10)

Using Eq.(3.T), one may solve these "non-linear" equations. The solutions

are not uniquely specified and are given in terms of fu and f~ by:

where we have set

C = 4-

(3.13)

(3.H0

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

-11-

Hotice that the right-hand side of Eq.(3.18) consists of an SU(2) triplet

and an arbitrary function S of the 6U(2) singlet p . The latter

emerges from the integration process vlth respect to the h&roonie variables.

A simple choice is S«0 reproducing the Galperln et al. solutions [13].

Another leas trivial choice is given by s « p treating both terms on

the r.h.s. of (3.1B) on the same footing. 3y varying the choice of 8, one

recovers a continuum of solutions leading to a continuum of metrics.

We shall TorGet this extra degree of freedom in this

discussion and thus ve shall choose B-0. Finally, we would like to emphasise

that the role of F~, G~ and V~ are reversed with respect to the
PY

four dimensional case as mentioned earlier.

Integrating now, Eq.(3-5) vith respect to B and using the constraint

equations (3.9)-{3.12), one gets

(3.19)

Putting the solutions (3.13M3.15) in Eq.(3.lfl), one finds after

Integration with respect to the harmonic variables:

(3.20)

where

JT

P - (3.21)

The aetric tensors (3.21) have been shown to exhibit a hyperkahler

structure [13],[lb] and describes the U(2) Taub-ltut lnstantonic solution

of four dimensional euclldean gravity [26].

The reader may notice that the main Ingredient In solving the

constraint equations (3.9)-(3.12) is the U(l) symmetry (3.6) leading to the

conserved Boether current (3.7). On this basis, one may expect possible

generalization of the Taub-lTut model. A possible rlttaa of generalizations is

-12-



that leading to U(l)x!U(l) Taub-Dut non linear o-modele. These nodels
are obtained by allowing explicit dependence on the harmonic variables

u . They read as follows:

where

(3.22)

I- II- (3.23)
V 4 * - • • u ^ n >

are dimensionless real coupling constants and p is a given integer.

The expression (3.22) is Invariant under the phase transformations

(3.6) which lead to the sane Noether current as In (3.6):

<3.2lO

(3.25)

Such a non-linear differential equation on the sphere nay be linearized since

It can be rewritten as;

0.26)

The equation of motion la given by

'"well equation is in general not different to solve.

A slaple example is given by the following model:

The analogue of the constraint Eqs, (3.9)-(3.13) reads as

{3.27)

(3.28)

(3.29)

-13-

i.30)

*[3.31)

Making the following change of variables dictated by the U(l)
Cursey-Faull symmetry (3.6) and (3.T):

q- =

one gets after use of Eqs.(3.28)-(3.3l):

f (̂  4Ai^-ff j [f w^_ f w;

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.3«O

(3.35)

(3.36)

O(3.3T)

=0(3.38)

The solutions of these equations arc given \m to SU(2) singlets by:

(3.to)



r?-
(3.1.2)

(3.1.3)

with

T'

4

4.

s i-nm

(3.1.5)

3

and finally

(3.1*7)

Note that setting a - 0, the solutions (3.»tl)-(3.ltT) reduce to

the Taub-Hut case (3.ll*)-(3.1T)> The dependence on M is completely

factorlzed In the exponential. Therefore, the adjunction of the quadratic

tern M****** to the model (3.5) doen not affect the Taub-Hut metric (3.21).

This say be understood as follows:

Performing the following transformation

+>"

, (3.1.8)

the quadratic part of the Lagr&nglan (3.27) coincides vith the free one.

The phase transformation (3.U8), which Is space time Independent,

shows that the models (3.5) and (3.27), a *0)) are equivalent and lead to

the same metric once the harmonic variables are Integrated out.

We conclude this study by briefly examining the other Matter

multlplet representation (2.21).

3.3 n type coupling

The H»l» d«2 matter aultiplet may'be also interpreted on Bhell

as an laosinglet (0,1/8) and an isotrlplet (0.1/2)3. In the (AS)

(2.11), it is described by the real analytic superfield (1 (2.21). This

multiplet la dual to the previous one •* [271, [28], The corresponding

d=2, N=U non linear o-models read as follows:

Explicit SU(e) breaking terns (3.1(9)

Kftb(n) • K ^ 1B a second order tensor of raiik n(n+l)/2, a»l,...,n is

the vector space representation In which Cla lives.

These H«l(, d-2 supersynmetrlc models have at least a U(l)

1semetry group corresponding to the 6U(2) Cartan-Weyl subgroup. There

Is, however, a remarkable case where though the SU(S)CS0(lt) symmetry

is broken explicitly by the presence of explicit harmonic variables,

the resulting d-2, H*U (H«2, d-lt) non linear a-«odel has a U{2)

Isometry. This corresponds to the Eguchl-Hanson type model [15] given by

(3.50)

-15-
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This Is the.only fora of the "superpotentlal" that adults an SU(2)

Curaey-Paull BJI—Ltry. In order to avoid repetitions, ve refer the

reader to the work of Galperin et al. [15] vhieh can be adequately adapted

for the H-I4 d"2 case as ve did for the Taub-Hut models.

At the end of thie section, ve vould like to note that hypermultiplet

analysis performed in four dimensions nay be translated to two dimensions.

For example, the tensor multiplet and its relaxed forms are adequately adanted

in this formalism [2Tl. In the next section, we shall discuss the chlral models.

k. CHIRAL (U,0) ABTICHIRAL (0,b) d-2 NOT UlfEAR a MODELS

In this section, ve shall show how chlral (U,O)-antlchiral (O.li),

d«2 supersymmetrlc non linear o-models can be obtained from (h,k) super-

symmetric models. To that purpose, consider the N»lt d»2 supersymmetric

models In the + representation given by E<j.(3.2) and (3.3) namely

In order to get a chiral superaymetric model, say {U,0) of Eq.(b.l), one

B .. A consistent way to do It, isshould eliminate the {0,10 chirallty B

to integrate out the 5 dependence in Eq.(lt.l), This procedure vill lead
2

carrying two U(l) Cartan-Weyl charges
2

to the (l*,0) integral measure d 6

and a constraint on • specifying the geometry of the target manifold.

The method can be ized its follows.

First, It Is Interesting, though not necessary, to return to the

light cone coordinates by performing a weak rotation on x. and 8 (2.<4):

(U.3)

The chiral harmonic covarlant derivative V is written as

*.3)

so that

A similar analysis may be done for the other chirallty, It will be
understood here belov. Recall that all upper charges are U(l) charges and

the lower ones are of Lorentx type.

Using relations t*.2) and (U.U), Eq. (>*.l) resdB as;

L
where:

The next step is to perform the 9* integration. The mechanism la as

follows: The first term on the r.h.s. of (J1.6) gl«s the "usual" (h.0)

kinetic term [lOl.lll] and reads as:

The remaining terms, referred to as fe(ll+)(*+,*+) are very important

and can be integrated with respect to 6 + ae:

K-o

Using Eq.(2.22), one calculates

(U.9)

-18-



.0:

Theae superflelds and their conjugates are (U,0) type auperfields.

The first one is a spinor (<i,0) superfleld whereas the second one is an

auxiliary C»,0) vector superfield.

The derivatives of with respect to the superfield read

= + J (It.11)

*. 12)

Therefore, the Lagrangian (It.6) beccaes:

Notice that the chiral vector superfield A~ couples to the first

derivation of the superpotentlal P . It appears linearly In the action

as it should be ([A* ) • 1) and thus plays the role of Lagrange parameter.

The Ct,O) spinor superfleld however, couples to the second derivative of

P and appears quadratically In the action ([j(] = — ) . The presence of

terns proportional to t In Eq.(U,13) shove that whenever ve want to

build a {h,k) Bupersymetric model from chiral ones, these terms should be '

taken into account.

Eliminating the (U,0) superfield tT , one gets the following

constraint:

-19-

As nentioned earlier, E^.Ct.l1*) specifies completely the geometry of the

target manifold. To be more explicit, let us aee hov it works on two

simple examples. The first one ve give Is the free theory. Eq.Ct.lb)

leads to the following system of constaint equations:

= o ^ f U+w

= o
tic . . .
The truncated (x • 0) free action reads as:

x a.

The second example Is the (U,O) Taub-Nut. Setting x • 0 and

Integrating . <C vith respect to 6_, one finds after use of the

constraint

where

(U.17)

are given by the solution of the following constraint equations:

But these equations are equivalent to Eqs. (3.9)-(3.11) up to an adequate/'1*

change of variables.

The above study nay be translated easily to the (0,1)) chlrallty.

One has:

L = ("Ju Jetde:
"++ 0..19)

where i s given by:

-20-



(It. 20)

and

l'-

ebc
It.21)

In summary, the d-2 (fc,l() stiperBynwetric nodela are reducible to chiral
(l|,0) and antlchiral (0,U) Buperayimetric models comunicatine by their
spinors <i+ and x_ since we have:

!: tmiffc^s|+^+'HV*CBnp4^s J

(It.22)

with:

Cl.23)

For the pure bosonic cue, this la Bore transparent already in Eq. (3.19).

Furthermore, this method can be easily extended to the (1

representation for which the wore general for« of the action reads as

-21-

Integrating out the (o,h) chirality, one finds:

L -

4.2l»)

C.25)

with

In the free limit case, K - t b, P
v ' » 0, we have

(U.26)

(U.27)

vhich should be compared with the analysis of Ref. [10],

5. CLASSIFICATION 07 d«2 (It,It) 8UPERSYIMETRIC HOK UHEAR o-HODELS

In the two previous sections, we studied the d*2 (>t,lt) supersynmetric

non-linear o-nodels and their chiral truncation. The Integral measure

(2.16) and (2.17) on the ( M ) (AS) Is Lorenti invariant. This led to build

a special kind of (It,It) non linear o-*odela. We shall refer to these

models as untwisted (U,I|) non-linear o-models. In this section, we shall

dlBcuss the different possible Integral measures, i.e. the different

aubspaceB, and thus the underlying non linear o-models. He shall show that

there exists another class of (U.lt) Bupersymmetrie models which will be

designed as twisted [U,k) models. To that purpose, recall the full

harmonic superspace (2.7) In the light cone frame:

, x--, r, e? (5.1)

-22-



vbere

= ~ C P (5.2)

The d»2 (1|,I») superspace (5-1) consists of two chiral subsets Ct,O)

and (0,U) namely

(5.3)

(5.M

Supersymmetric transformations on the subspace (b.O) read as:

sx- - o (5.5)

and similar relations for the other ehirallty.

How, mailing a coordinate change on the (11,0) superspace variables

preserving the U(l) Cartan-Weyl charge and the Lorentz one, one can

realize Cl,0) superBymsietry on Just a subset of the chlral subspace (5-3).

Indeed, consider the change:

<$++ = X + + -

T - *"
e+.e-

(5.6)

one can easily establish

(5.7)

Consequently, the subset of the (U,0) superspace closed under supersyametry

reads as:

/ — f t ..+ \
(5.6)

Moreover, It Is not difficult to see that the orthogonal change of coordinate

to Eq.(5.6) leads to the following analytic subapace •.

Notice that the two analytic subspacea (5.8) and (5.9) are related by

complex conjugation.

In summary, there are essentially four possible analytic subspaces

(AS) in the (b,lt) superspace closed under chlral supersymnetry:

Or• *~-9- -ut)
c

{5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5-13)

Furthermore, as long as one ehirallty Is concerned, say (U,O), the two

possible analytic subspaces (5.10) and (5.11) are dual and lead to the sane

chiral non linear o-nodels. However, vhen both chtralitles are introduced,

they lead in general to different (b,k) non linear o-models. The

classification of these models is completely specified by the U(l)-Cartan-

Weyl and the Lorentz charges. The different possible {b,lt) superstores and

the corresponding non linear o-model actions read as follows:

The measure of this superspace is invariant under Lorentz

transformations only and the models which follow should be compared with

the programme of Sec. 3. This gives the untwisted (to,1*) supersymmetric

models. The next d=2 H«fc superspace is given by:
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(5.16)

The action is written as;

Once nore, the Integral Measure in Eq.(5.17) t> Lorentz Invariant as

remarked earlier. It la also 0(l) Invariant. The action S 2 13 therefore

different from the S. one since H la a dimensionless real superfunction

carrying no Cartan-Weyl charge nor Lorentx ones. The action (5.IT) is

very similar to that of the d»2 (2,2) supersymnetric models [l],[22] for

which H is known as a Kahler potential. It haa a generalized Kahler-llke

gauge transformation given by:

where A and t are chiral superfunctlons (depending on cne chlrality only)

and are real under the combined conjugation (^).

An Interesting question is to write down explicitly the component

field action. This la not obvious since the full measure In Eq.(5.1T) does

not preserve the analyclty. However, this class of raodels is very

similar to V = 2, U » 1| SY1-1 theories.

The two regaining possibilities namely (5,11) and (1,1*) analytic

EUperspaces do not lead to nev constructions since they nay be obtained

respectively from Eqs. (5.lit) and (5.16) by complex conjugation. The resultinp

actions are given by

i-v

f J ^ ^ H

(5.19)

(5.20)
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6. COBCUJ3IOM

In this paper, ve studied two dimension B»lt supers/metric non
linear o-models and their classification. We developed mainly the three

following ideas: 1) the construction of d"2 untwisted (lt,U) models.

They are stable under Lorenti charge conjugation; 2) a method of deriving

chiral models from {UtU) ones and recovering the pre'riems construction of

Reference till- This procedure shows that (U,U) supersyanetric models

are not simply the direct sum of their two chiral ones. The constraint

specifying the geometry of the reduced chiral manifold is obtained in a

natural way though a Lagrange parameter present in the chiral model;

3) we showed finally that there Is a second class of H=l|, d-2 super symmetric

. non linear o-models. They correspond to tvlsted models described by

Ct.H) supersymetry. These models are close to the well-known d»2 (2,2)

Kahler ones.

This study has been performed In the framework of d«2 N=l| harmonic

superspace. The different analytic subspaoes and the corresponding operator

analysis have been developed In some detail. Illustrating examples were

also given. We would like here to emphasize that the existence of twisted

( M ) aupersymmetrlc models is related to the fact that h^SOC*) Is

real under the combined conjugation (?) but complex under~the usual

complex one. These twisted models are completely specified by one Kahlerian-

liXe potential.

It remains however to construct models and to answer the interesting

question of their relationship to d=2 (2,2) Kahler geometry. The latter is

characterized by one Kahler potential only.
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